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Social and Cultural Change Among the Navajo,
Part I
William H. Lyon

N

o society is static. Each is stirred by social forces from within and bombarded by social incursions from without, from the internal dynamics
that shape change within a culture, and from external influences that invade
from a neighboring culture. Some communities resist change; others embrace it. Those cultures that extend their influence to other ethnic groups may
be identified as culture creators, such as the Greeks. Others incorporate or
superimpose traits from other cultures, and may be identified as culture assimilators, such as the Romans, who passed on much of what we know about
the Greeks. Perhaps this comparison of two Western cultures hints at the
situation in the aboriginal American Southwest, in which, broadly speaking,
the Pueblo Indians were the creators and the Navajos the assimilators.
The idea of social and cultural change is a western idea resting on the
foundation of such thinkers as Montesquieu, Comte, Darwin, Hegel, and
Marx, and achieving a common place in social science theory in the twentieth century. Aboriginal or isolated societies, some have believed, were not
subject to change, but an examination of the Navajos shows that in aboriginal times as well as in modern times, social and cultural change has occurred. 1
A broad survey of their historic experience suggests that the Navajos have
a tradition of social and cultural change. When they entered the Southwest
with a northern Great Plains and Athabascan culture, they encountered the
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well-established Pueblos, whose roots, scholars presume, extended back more
than a thousand years into the Anasazi civilization. The Navajos liberally
embraced and adopted culture from the Pueblos, almost displacing the old.
Athabascan way oflife. At about the same time the Navajos also met the Span-·
ish, who contributed significant elements to the Navajo ethos, such as sheep
and horses. Not only did the Navajos borrow culture, the Pueblos also mediated between the Spanish and the Navajos. The Pueblo-Spanish impact
upon the Navajos was intertwined.
The core of Navajo philosophy, however, resisted the encroachments of
Pueblo and Spanish cultures, and even rejected some of their adopted foreign traits. Later, in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the Navajos once
more faced a new alien force, the Anglo Americans, who introduced vast
amounts of their culture. In this modern age of superhighways, televisions,
computers, and structured school curricula, the core of Navajo ethos is challenged again by the inroads of modern civilization.
Perhaps the Navajos are amenable to social and cultural change for, in the
history of their long trek from Lake Athabasca in Canada down the eastern
slope of the Rocky Mountains (or according to less favored hypotheses, down
through the mountain corridors and by the Great Salt Lake, or again, across the
deserts and mountains of southern California and northern Arizona), they
have always been in contact (or conflict) with many other alien peoples. The
Navajos have always been on a frontier where cross-cultural influences prevail. In order to survive, they accommodated original inhabitants along the
way before they passed through to the next culture complex.
So, throughout the history of their ethos, the Navajos have balanced the
habits of change and adaptability against their basic core. Both material and
nonmaterial culture have undergone change. In the seventeenth century,
the Navajos faced a massive Pueblo influence including religious changes,
for a time exchanging much of their Athabascan for a southwestern, Pueblo
center. Later they recovered or preserved their core beliefs.
In our modern age, three hundred years or so later, Navajos face impressive social change. In an examination of this subject, we should look first at
Navajo cultural constructs and the place of permanence or stasis in their
ethos; second at the place of motion as an agent of change in their ethos; third
at Navajo historical change; fourth at contemporary social change and a tentative assessment of its significance; and finally at the implications of social
change to estimate what is permanent, what is ambiguous, how a changing
cultural trait correlates to another trait, and what is supplanted in their way
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of life - in short, what persists, what is modified or intertwined, and what is
displaced. z During this difficult task, we should be aware that social change
proceeds neither rationally nor consistently from one stage to another. Social
change impacts sister traits unevenly (the variable correlative factor), and
because of the ambiguity of social change, it defies formulaic answers.
Scholars who have studied change in Native American societies have
emphasized external factors. Stephen Cornell, in a study of Indian political resurgence, has used the concept of incorporation: From early European
contacts to the modern day, outside economic and political factors have fastened onto aboriginal societies. This incorporation began with market forces
in the fur-trade era and continued through land expropriation, formation of
reservations, attempts at tribal revival in the 1930S, assimilation and termination in the 1950S, and self-determination and economic development today.
These various policies have had the effect of promoting tribalization, i.e.
social cohesion and homogenization, political activism, supra-tribalization
or pan-Indianism, and even a sense of Indianness. Although federal policy
has ironically promoted Indian militancy, Cornell sees fragility in the new
system and a limit to political resurgence. As we shall see, two scholars ofthe
Navajo, Evon Z. Vogt and Edward H. Spicer, have suggested "incorporation"
as their thesis of social change. J
Other scholars have emphasized external factors bearing upon Indian societies. Thomas D. Hall has also used the concept of incorporation into the
world economic system, creating aboriginal dependency on the international
capitalist economy.4 Joseph Jorgensen has stressed dependency in his metropolis-satellite concept, with the external capitalist economy dominating the underdeveloped Indian community.5
Likewise, Duane Champagne describes the impact ofthe world economic
system, specifically capitalism, on the Four Civilized Tribes (not including
the Seminoles) now living in Oklahoma, whose cotton farmers were absorbed
into the national and international market. Champagne's primary concern
is with the increasing complexity of governmental institutions in a process he
terms differentiation. Although federal hegemony encouraged government
development, sources within the culture of the Cherokees, Choctaws, Chickasaws, and Creeks shaped the growth of political institutions. Thus, he emphasizes internal impulses toward change, political change in this case.
Differentiation accrues through external and internal means: through the
impact on the polity of nonpolitical forces-externally through religion
(priests), kinship (clan leaders), economy (entrepreneurs), and institutions
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ofsocial and political solidarity; and internally through the separation of powers and checks and balances (executive, legislative, and judicial), political
parties, law enforcement, bureaucrats, and interest groups. In other words,
with differentiation, spurred on by internal and external forces, comes a complex and sophisticated polity.6
Critical to this discussion is the impressive work by Edward Spicer, entitled Cycles of Conquest published in 1962. One of his major themes is the
social change wrought by contacts ofthe various tribes in the Southwest with
the Spanish, Mexicans, and the Anglos. Other than the fact that Cycles of
Conquest is now nearly forty years old, there are other reasons for another
investigation ofthe vital topic ofsocial change. Spicer used no citations, and
although he provided a generalized list of his sources, they are mostly from
the 1930S through the 195os. In the case of the Navajos, Spicer relies very
much on Ruth Underhill's Here Come the Navajo!, a survey she intended to
be a high school text. We can but marvel at Spicer's insights and his solid
grasp of the anthropological information, but the time has come for an upto-date account, in this case for one of the southwestern tribes, the Navajos.7
What follows in this article is a synthesis of the various studies, in effect an
empirical survey of the literature by Navajo scholars over the last sixty years.
Two assumptions are made, one very general and the other specific to the
Navajos. First, social and cultural change is universal and inevitable, but
probably unpredictable. Second, embodied in the minds and hearts of the
Navajo is the concept sa'ah naaghai, bik'eh hozhoon (SNBH), which stands
at the foundation of Navajo thought. Destroy that, and Navajo culture is destroyed. But no scholar can prove to the satisfaction of all that this kernel will
survive or be modified in the next century.

The World in Stasis
What are some ofthe major characteristics ofthe Navajo ethos? Gary Witherspoon argues in Language and Art in the Navajo Universe that all cultures are
based on a single metaphysical premise, a complex that is axiomatic, unexplainable, and unprovable. (Many cultures that seem dissimilar may have the
same premise.) Based on that hypothesis, Witherspoon contrasts the Navajo
and Western ethos. 8 Unlike Cartesian rationalism, the Navajos view mind
and matter as inseparable, fused into one. Indeed, unlike Western dualism,
in the Navajo cosmos inanimate objects and intangible myths have a life of
their own, as if they were property or had personality. Thought, including
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myth, has great power-saving for a rainy day will make it rain, thinking bad
thoughts will bring bad happenings, enlisting the knowledge of the Holy
Beings will bring harmony. Mind controls physical forms. The form of the
world is conceived in thought and ordered through the compulsive power of
speech and song. 9
Air is a critical medium for Navajos. The word is transmitted through air,
which has the inherent capacity to move and bear knowledge. A small wind
soul enters the fetus, and causes it to grow. After birth the wind soul controls
the individual's thoughts, actions, and speech. When breath, nilch'i, leaves
the body and reports to Dawn Woman, the person has died. All knowledge
is possessed by the Holy People, who have handed it down in rituals or song
ceremonials. There is no new knowledge. The Navajo medicine men repeat
the ritual language to bring back harmony and, by so doing, transform an
inchoate world into an ordered world. When good becomes evil, it becomes
good again when thought and speech reassert control.
That example demonstrates the circularity of Navajo thought processes,
which are often represented with the Chinese principle of Yang and Yin. The
circle is divided between the male active principle and the female passive
principle. If all knowledge or thought is contained in the circle, and is therefore circular rather than linear as believed by the Western mind, then Navajo
core philosophy should resist or deny change. If this were the only aspect of
Navajo thought, society would be extremely conservative and oblivious to
foreign incursions into its ethos.
To illustrate further this apparent conservative nature ofthe Navajo ethos,
we might draw upon Rik Pinxten's concept of the Universal Frame ofReference, which semantically categorizes space, time, universe, man, and other
ideas, and does not just analyze kinship classifications, taxonomies, paradigms, and a priori thinking. Pinxten notes thatthe Navajos perceive the hogan
and the wedding basket as microcosms of the structure of the world. Earth
and sky, the Place of Emergence, and the course of the Sun across the heavens are all depicted in the hogan or on the basket. Navajo culture and the
People who represent it are located within the four sacred mountains. There
is, therefore, in the Navajo ethos a strong sense of boundedness, closedness, and
plac~dness. Navajo culture cannot extend beyond the boundary or circle, however hazy that place is. The world within the boundary was created in a holy
way for use by the Navajos, and is the center of the universe. Anything introduced from the outside world is alien and causes trouble and chaos. Boundedness also suggests that Navajos who migrate from the sacred geography will
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lose their Navajoness, perhaps their basic core. No genuine improvements
or additions can be made to this Navajo world. Order is a matter of great importance. Navajos do things in a sacred, beautiful, good way. Everything has
its place, and the restoration of order makes healing possible. 1O
Navajo language also demonstrates the conservatism of the Navajo ethos.
Navajos do not often integrate borrowed words into their language, primarily
because of the complicated structure of the Navajo verb with its monosyllabic stem modified by numerous prefixes. The Navajo language may incorporate Spanish and English nouns and adjectives, but many loan words are
not a part of the vocabulary ofspeakers in general. ll Unlike English, German,
or other European languages, the Navajo lexicon has not readily adopted
words of foreign origin.
Navajo concepts of mind and matter, space, and language illustrate a static
view of things as they are. For John Farella, Gary Witherspoon, and earlier
scholars ofthe Navajos, such as Washington Matthews, Gladys Reichard, and
Father Berard Haile, Navajo culture can be encapsulated in the concept
SNBH, a very difficult phrase to translate. One must know the Navajo language to comprehend it fully. Few Navajos understand this term and are reluctant to discuss it. Its meaning known only to a few singers, SNBH provides a
basic rule for a good and orderly life. English best renders the concept this
way: old age, strong forward going, in her way/along her path, in a beautiful!
good/orderly way. In other words, a Navajo achieves a proper old age by following the correct, beautiful, preconceived pathway. SNBH signifies a symbiotic relationship between the Holy Beings and the Navajo people. Changing
Woman's parents are Long Life and Happiness, and from her epidermis she
created the Dine who thus have a sacred strain in their being. She was also
given First Man's Medicine Bundle for use in ceremonies and created corn,
the staff oflife for the Navajos. Changing Woman was the parent of the Holy
Twins who defined Navajo life.
SNBH has many manifestations. SN is a holy being representing thought
and a handsome young boy. BH represents speech of the Holy People, and a
beautiful young girl. SN represents the constellation Orion, BH Pleiades.
SNBH is the Medicine Bundle of First Man, the inner form of Earth and Sky,
or the in-laying Holy Winds or Breath. SNBH is associated with rejuvenation,
the central animating power ofthe universe. 12 This core of Navajo culture has
a sacred hold on the inner being ofthe Navajos. Thus, basic ideas will remain
intact, as with all peoples who come into contact with other civilizations.
Material culture may be the first to change, but intellectual frames of refer-
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ence or climate of opinion (or Volksgeist, to use Western terminology) will
survive and distinguish a people through many a vicissitude.
But SNBH is a paradox or a dialectic: it is thesis and antithesis, complete
and incomplete, beginning and ending, permanent and changing. It is not
merely conservative. If the core remains, Navajos can still be amenable to
social and cultural change. In fact, they have absorbed many traits from other
peoples with whom they have come into contact. Let us look now at those
traits that favor alien cultural influences and then examine the history of
Navajo relations with other cultures.

The World in Motion
As Witherspoon points out, the Navajo cosmos is in motion and process. What
is the source of all movement? Air (or wind or breath) is essential to plants,
animals, and humans, and is found within the four sacred mountains and
other inanimate objects. Air is fluid and signifies movement. If the Navajo
language does not easily adopt foreign words or phrases, it nevertheless is a
language of action, motion, and social change. Verbs dominate the Navajo
language, signifYing that the Navajo world is in motion. In Navajo to go is a
more significant verb than to be, which is most important in the English
language. There are, declares Witherspoon, 356,200 Navajo conjugations of

to gO.')
Pinxten also emphasizes the dynamic nature of the Navajo world. Nilch'i
is a vital force, a dynamic foundation of all life and matter. The world is expanding but will finally shrink toward the Place of Emergence whence
Navajos first came and whither they shall return. Navajo thought pessimistically views creation and growth followed by decline and demise; the universe grows and becomes complex and diverse, and then it shrinks toward
entropy, a return to primal stillness. In a cosmic sense, the earth and sky have
expanded in the same way a weaver spirals a basket, coiling from the center
outward. Pinxten also sees change in the Navajo language. In their English
translations, the Navajos like to use the suffix ing, as in "he is talking" or "he
is eating apples." The suffix ing (the act or art of doing the action expressed
in the root verb) implies becoming rather than being, and therefore is appropriate to Navajo expressi~:m. Time is pulsating and cyclical- beginning and
ending, or rising and falling. It is an amalgam of reality illustrated in life
processes and rites of passage. To the Navajos the past is past. An individual
should not feel guilty for past deeds. History does not have a restraining hold
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on the People. The language has a very weak (or nonexistent) past tense; the
future is irrelevant. What counts is the present, the here and now, the dynamic present. 14
Finally, we should note that the Navajos have adopted the Emergence
myth, which postulates beings evolving from lower forms to higher forms in
the four underworlds and emerging finally into this world, the fifth. The
Navajo creation story depicts repeated reproduction leading to a more perfect earth-surface people. In this evolutionary conception there is motion,
adaptation, survival of the fittest, and a predisposition to social and cultural
change. 15
In sum, Navajo culture is dynamic as it surges and ebbs. Farella identified
another term, alkee naa'aashii (reanimation), as an essential feature of the
Navajo universe. The main purpose of the sings or ceremonies is renewal of
beings who are created more than once or who have declined. Changing
Woman, the Navajos favorite deity, begins her life in the spring as young and
fruitful, and passes to withering old age in the winter only to revive again and
pass through the same cycle, year after year. Her life time is the supreme
example of SNBH. Hozhooji (happiness) celebrates renewal. Thus, in the
Navajo cosmos, there are change, beginning and end, and renewal. 16
The Navajos Vis-a-Vis the Pueblos, Spanish, and Anglo Americans

Scholars have little or no scientific evidence of Navajo culture before their
entrada into the Southwest, which may have been around 1450, according to
recent archaeology. David Brugge has speculated that the society of the presouthwestern Navajos hunted, fished, and gathered nuts and berries. They
utilized the sinew-backed bow with single-piece arrow shafts and side-notched
projectile points. They also employed harpoons and captured wild animals
in chute-and-pound game drives. They decorated their tailored skin clothing
with porcupine quills. The Navajos built conical dwellings, sometimes using
the forked pole principle. Before they entered the Southwest, they wove twined
and flat coiled baskets but produced no pottery. Dogs transported equipment;
the people walked on snowshoes. Shamans conducted religious rites that included curing ceremonies. Hoof and possibly hide rattles accompanied music. Socially, the Navajos were organized into bands, with a flexible bilateral
kinship system. Jerrold Levy has identified major characteristics of a hunter
religious tradition: shamanism focusing on personal and magical power, Coyote representing the trickster motif, and Begochidi depicting uncertainty and
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unpredictability. The Navajos lost these traits in one of the most impressive
revolutions in history.
Whatever their background, they came into an area abandoned, or about
to be abandoned, by the Anasazi. The Navajos have avoided the Anasazi ruins
as the abode of the dead. They undoubtedly came into contact with the Pueblos, Anasazi descendants living in the Rfo Grande Valley and as far west as the
Hopi villages. Perhaps the Navajos absorbed Anasazi traits from the Pueblos.
Learning agriculture from the Pueblos distinguished the Navajos from the
other Apachean groups who migrated farther down the eastern slope of the
mountains to populate southem New Mexico, Arizona, and Texas. The Spanish identified the Navajos as "Apaches de Navajo" or "Apaches of the cultivated fields."
The adoption of agriculture-on a rather limited basis-was revolutionary
enough, although the cultural core was apparently unaffected. The greatest
cultural development occurred after the Spanish reconquest ofNew Mexico
in the 1690s, when Pueblo refugees fled to the Navajos in the San Juan drainage area of northwestern New Mexico. In the relatively peaceful period after 1716, the conditions were ripe for cultural interchange. From the Pueblos
the Navajos adopted polychrome pottery in contrast to their native brown,
pointed bottom type, weaving that was much admired by the Spanish as early
as 1705, pueblitos (stone fortresses) for defense against the Utes, matrilineal
clans in place of the flexible bilateral kinship system, the naachid or council
for political decision making, and artifacts such as kachinas, sandals, and
tubular pipes. 17 Anthropologist Charlotte Frisbie adds to that list sand paintings, House Blessing ceremony, fetishes, stargazing, listening, prayer sticks
(although the medicine bundle may have originated in the Great Basin),
dance grounds, meal or pollen offerings, blessings, fertility symbols, buffoons, bull roarers, petroglyphs, pictographs, and meteorological and fertility
symbols. ls
Of great importance was the near displacement of the original Sun Cult
and hunter tradition with the Pueblo Emergence myth. 19 When Elsie Clews
Parsons first read Alexander Stephen's account of Emergence, she was not
sure ifhe recounted a Hopi or Navajo myth, each was so similar. Nowa vast
underpinning of Navajo religion, the Emergence myth was adopted in the
transition from hunter to agricultural economy and emphasizes a female
creator, emergence (or birth) from the earth, matrilineal clans, and a depiction of an orderly world. As the central institution of that myth, Blessingway,
which was either a holdover from the older religion or was conceived in the
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170os, rose to prominence as the supreme expression of Navajo culture. Blessingway allowed an ongoing process of adaptation. 2o
But another force greatly affected Navajo culture: the Spanish. Sometime
during the 1600s, the Navajos mounted the Spanish horse, which came into
New Mexico from the Texas and Chihuahua area. By the 1670S the raiding
Navajos nearly depleted the Spanish herds in the RIo Grande Valley. Neither
historians nor ethnographers know whether the Navajos incorporated the
horse into their culture through the Pueblos, the Spanish, or both, and whether
they formally learned the art of horsemanship from their introducers or on
their own. But the Navajos must have realized that the horse gave them a
distinct advantage against the encroachments of the Utes. The Spanish also
introduced sheep by 1706. Horses, sheep, cattle, and new crops had a profound impact, facilitating movement toward Canyon de Chelly, promoting
the raid for larder in the RIo Grande villages, and enabling the production
of blankets, which quickly became the glory of the Navajo weaver. 21
The Pueblo and Spanish influence acculturated many foreign elements
into the Navajo ethos, But Brugge also says that, perhaps independently of
those two outside influences, the Navajos continued the revolution by dropping the harpoon and adopting the fish taboo (the latter a rather inexplicable
development); by modifying skin clothing; by exchanging the looser band
organization, which their Apache cousins to the south retained, for the slightly
closer knit rancherla; and by substituting for the flexible bilateral kinship the
matrilineal and matrilocal system. 22
By voluntarily adopting outside social and cultural changes, the Navajos
showed that they controlled their destiny. Ultimately, they ignored or rejected
some elements of the Pueblo culture and revived features of their traditional
ethos. The Navajos were not monolithic. They did not adopt the Pueblo calendrical system for scheduling their ceremonials. Navajo sings can still be
performed anytime, except those that must be sung in the wintertime after
lightning can no longer strike. Polychrome pottery was set aside for the older
pointed-bottom, burnt-brown pot. The Navajos rejected the kiva, a Pueblo
ceremonial pit room, and the secret religious societies that performed in it.
Instead, Navajos kept the hogan, which is also highly ceremonial, and today
considered by some scholars as a key to the preservation of the Navajo ethos.
They also rejected pueblitos, the stone fortress-like buildings that the Pueblo
refugees undoubtedly built for protection. The Navajo preference for the
symbolic hogan is strange indeed, it can be speculated, since they needed
protection from Ute attacks if not from the Spanish. Yet, as indefensible and
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unaesthetic as the hogan is, the Navajos bathed it in symbolic love and religious
meaning, made it a place for ceremonies, and decorated it with colored sand
paintings and precious gems. The Navajos believe that l.ong life and happiness-SNBH-are in the hogan. AB a corollary to the rejection ofthe kiva and
the stone fortress, we can say that the Navajos rejected puebloization, the village settlement pattern with a higher density of population. Moving from the
band system to the rancherfa, which they may have done in the 1600s, was as
far as they went. Finally, the Navajos quickly rejected Christianity, which the
Spanish were mistakenly encouraged to promote at two missions at Encinal
and Cebolleta (places quite close to each other) in 1749. Neither mission lasted
a year because, as the Navajos said, "They had been raised like deer."23 All in
all, the Navajo response to social and cultural change in the eighteenth century was conservative and liberal, suggesting an ambiguous and complex reaction to outside forces in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries.
The Navajos reaffirmed basic elements in their culture, displaced and
modified others, and integrated foreign and Pueblo characteristics. They
Navajoized (intertwined) what they borrowed. They did not overly institutionalize their society; they left themselves freer and less organized than their
Pueblo neighbors. They revived and consecrated their language and expunged
foreignisms, whatever modifications it had received. They reestablished the
hogan as the typical microcosmic home, a central feature to Navajo existence.
They made Blessingway, the oldest of their rituals, the backbone of their
life. Blessingway integrated and Navajoized foreign elements into its doctrines; it was a single ceremony that articulated Navajo ideals, unlike in other
Indian religions. Its major purposes were to bring happiness, hozhooji, into
Navajo life and to incorporate an ongoing process of adaptation into their
culture, in which no one would be harmed and everyone could benefit.
Around 1750 Blessingway prohibited the two most Pueblo characteristics
adopted in Navajo culture, the Gobernador Polychrome or painted pottery,
and the pueblitos or stone fortresses. Finally, Blessingway illustrates the tension between a flexible Navajo material culture, which is amenable to change,
and the Navajo philosophic culture in which SNBH remains the unadulterated core. The intense social change and the resistance to social change offer
instruction about what is happening today in Navajo society. Two hundred
years ago, hozhooji was a prototype of what is happening today, says Farella. 24
Brugge has offered a schematic diagram of the history of the great social
revolution. From about 1692 to 1750, the Navajos went through an intense
acculturation period, in which most major ceremonials in Dinetah (the old
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Navajo homeland west of the RIO Grande River) developed. From 1745 to
1755, the Navajos entered a period of transition that reinstituted the original
constructs of their culture, a nativistic movement that probably lead to Blessingway and influenced other ceremonials. It was also a time of mobility, of
territorial expansion, fleeing from the northern Utes, absorbing the southern
Utes as they moved toward Canyon de Chelly, and warring with the Havasupai, driving them into their present-day canyon. Brugge contends that from
1750 to 1800, the Navajos integrated various ceremonials under Blessingway,
and from 1800 to 1930 Navajo culture stabilized and underwent little change,
while continuing to engage in agriculture, animal husbandry, hunting, gathering, and weaving ofblankets. 25
Perhaps in the later period from 1800 to 1930 change took place in Navajo
society (contra Brugge). The documentary record is sparse, but there are
several trends we can identifY. Traditional Navajo political organization -the
naachid (or nah'sit, nat'sit, or natch'it) -declined in the 185os, apparently for
internal Navajo reasons rather than outside pressure from the Americans.
The naachid was an assembly ofall Navajos with the peace chiefs situated on
one side of the site and the war chiefs on the opposite side. In 1859 the war
chiefManuelito convinced the tribe to attack Fort Defiance, which it did in
1860 against the advice of another leader, Zarcillos Largos. This was the last
conference so far as we know, for the number of Navajos had increased so
much that a general meeting of all tribespeople was no longer feasible. 26 Individualleaders traditionally gained their position through force of personality but might not govern the whole tribe. The Hispanics and the Americans
sought out these natural leaders and perhaps selected a supreme leader who
represented the tribe with whom they hoped to do business, especially for
treaty making. The Americans, in the 1880s, gave up the single designation
for the multiple headman system wherein they recognized the natural Navajo leaders of the local areas. 27
Ordinarily, war transforms a society, and relocation after defeat might exacerbate thattransformation. Such was not the case with the Navajos. Beginning in 1860 the Americans conducted a full-scale, scorched-earth policy
against the Navajos, culminating in the captivity of a large number of them
on a reservation in eastern New Mexico. The instigator ofthis relocation was
Gen. James Henry Carleton, who proposed to reorganize Navajos into pueblos. The Navajos, however, rejected that proposal and insisted on returning
to the old country in western New Mexico and eastern Arizona. The Navajo
memory ofthis traumatic event has haunted them ever since. 2s New develop-
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ments reshaped Navajo society even as traditional values were reaffirmed
upon their return from the Bosque Redondo.
In the post-Bosque Redondo period, the Americans attempted to acculturate through the agency of the federal agent, the teacher, and the preacher,
without any significant results. After 1868 the soldier had a diminished presence, but he moderated conflicts and actually became an ally of the Navajos.
The army was called out from time to time to quell resistance to government
programs, to overcome the blunders of agents, to quiet concerns of neighboring civilians, and even to fill civilian posts. Navajo men were also enlisted for
military service. One of the agents, Lt. E. H. Plummer, accompanied the
Navajos to the Chicago World's Fair in 1893 to show the Indians the many
farms along the railroad line, the large buildings in the cities, and the energetic Americans who outnumbered the Indians. Apparently he succeeded.
The fourteen Navajos expressed astonishment at the vastness of the American nation and the industry of the White people, whom they compared to
ants. Navajos now paid attention to the Americans and to affairs beyond the
reservation. 29
The old values were most affected inthe economic realm, where the confluence of two factors prompted some changes in the Navajo flexible social
system: the introduction of the trader and the construction of the railroad
along the southern boundary of the reservation. The number of traders expanded from one at Fort Defiance in 1868 to thirty-nine in 1890, and even
more traders opened stores off the reservation. The trader exchanged coffee,
baking powder, flour, salt, and canned goods for the Navajo products of raw
wool, hides, woven blankets, and silver and turquoise jewelry. Free tobacco
was also available at the post. 1. Lorenzo Hubbell opened a trading post in
1876 at a place later called Ganado, and at one time or another he owned
thirty-three trading posts on the reservation. The building of the railroad in
1880 facilitated Hubbell's marketing of Navajo products and the inventories
he needed for Navajo subsistence. An associate of his, C. N. Cotton, who
disapproved of Hubbell's lenient treatment of his Navajo patrons, finally
moved into Gallup in 1888, where he maintained a store and a warehouse
along the Atlantic and Pacific railroad tracks. Warehousing in the railroad
border towns had an important impact on Navajo economic life. Cotton and
John B. Moore of Crystal, New Mexico, published catalogs of blankets and
rugs for distribution in the eastern United States. 30
The trader and the railroad-and the World's Fair visit-conjoined to
bring the Navajos in touch with Western capitalist civilization. Robert Utley
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contends that the trader gave the Navajo a new and workable economy, secured the people to the White world, and revolutionized the Navajo material culture. The trader did not, however, change SNBH but left Navajo core
beliefs intact, at least up to World War II. The trader served as a banker to the
Navajo, an advisor on personal affairs, and an interpreter and spokesman concerning the White man's regulations and his way of conducting affairs. He
gave medical help, buried the dead, arranged Christmas parties, distributed
gifts, and recorded vital statistics. Navajos gathered in his store to exchange
gossip, discuss governmental policy, and indulge in horseplay.3' The trader
controlled two Navajo artistic craft productions, rugs and jewelry.
Innovation was not unknown to the Navajo weaver even under the Spanish, who imported English baize or bayeta for unraveling into yarn, and imported yarns throughout the nineteenth century. The weaver also wove more
intricate designs into her fabric, far surpassing her Pueblo mentors. The
Navajo weaver, however, perhaps because of a basically conservative nature,
retained the aboriginal vertical loom, rather than adopting the horizontal
European loom, and spun the wool by a hand spindle, or whorl, not the spinning wheel. The trader convinced the Navajo weaver to stop producing for
her own local, reservation market, and meet the demands of the White market, which wanted to buy rugs, not blankets. So the Navajo weaver shifted her
emphasis. Not only that, but she perforce took the advice of the trader on
what would sell. And in that process, the weaver and the trader developed
regional styles, often using imported artificial dyes to achieve vibrant color.
Hubbell provided a work space at his post, tacked up designs for his weavers
to follow, and then gave them the aniline red, or Ganado Red, which is still
used in that style of rug production. Moore developed the first Crystal style,
which should be distinguished from the current Crystal style. Other regional
styles were produced at Chinle, Shiprock, Two Grey Hills, Teec Nos Pos,
Red Lake, Lukachukai, Wide Ruins, and Coal Mine Mesa. Encouraged by
the trader at Chinle, Leon "Cozy" McSparron and the philanthropist Mary
Cabot Wheelwright led the revival of the vegetal dyes in the 1920S.32
Today regionalism is no longer so apparent, for the weaver has become
an artist who "signs" her product. The present-day artist also bypasses the
trader - who has largely disappeared from the reservation anyway - and deals
directly with a buyer on the international market. I have in my possession the
business card of a weaver who lives in Mesa, Arizona (off the Reservation),
who specializes in contemporary and traditional weavings and demonstrates
her product in San Francisco; Denver; Santa Fe; Washington, D.C.; San
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Diego; State College, Pennsylvania; and Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. Another
lives in Winslow, Arizona, and weaves Burntwater, Storm, and Two-Faced
Patterns.
A totally new trade in silversmithing developed for the market around 1890.
For some reason the Navajos did not learn this craft under the Spanish and
Mexicans, who had become expert craftsmen. Both their Indian neighbors
and the Hispanics had introduced silver ornaments for personal decoration
to the Navajos. Navajos may have learned a smattering of silversmithing in
the 1850S at the behest of agent Henry Linn Dodge, or perhaps from a significant acquaintance at the Bosque Redondo, where they forged ration tickets
in the 1860s. The founding of turquoise and silver work occurred in the 1880s
as traders and Fred Harvey fostered the craft and distributed the ornaments
into the capitalist market. Navajos liked to wear bracelets, ketohs (a wrist ornament to protect from the sting of the bowstring), pendants, conchas, and
squash blossoms, and made silver headstalls and bridles for their horses.J3
Silversmithing has remained a refined and popular art to the present day.
Pottery and basket crafts declined in the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, which is another example of change in Navajo society. After experimenting with polychrome pottery in the early 1700s, the Navajos returned
to their brown, pointed-bottom vase. As American trading posts opened up,
metal containers replaced pottery. A revival occurred in the 1970s, encouraged by the market, museums, and ceremonial needs. Not all Navajo pottery
today is the historic dull brown. 34
Likewise, Navajo basketry, including the coiled tray and the wicker gathering basket, gave way to the White man's metal and plastic vessels. So many
taboos surrounded the making of the wedding basket that Navajo women
stopped making them by the 1930S. Ute and Paiute women living along the
northern border of the Navajo Reservation took over the craft. There is currently an effort to revive basket weaving among the Navajo women. 35
The Navajos have been highly selective in their response to social and
cultural change, as shown in the field of religion. They have accepted what
they wanted and rejected what they did not want. Christian missionaries most
often ran up against a stone wall. William R. Johnston devoted his long life
to "the work" at Moencopi (near Tuba City), Tolchaco (no longer in existence), and at Indian Wells. But as Philip, his son, pointed out, the Navajos
were just as dogmatic as his father. Johnston could not end polygamy or provide an effective education, and could only lament the Navajo perception
that Jesus in his long flowing robes was a hermaphrodite. Navajo chants have
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always showed considerable flexibility by adding and subtracting prayers to
their repertoire and even dropping or adopting new ceremonies. Ceremonials that may be thought extinct could be revived. The number of medicine
men is declining, and the effort to formally train new ones is probably not
successful. There is a considerable Christian element-mainline Protestant,
evangelical Protestant, Mormon, and Catholic-among the Navajo, especially
where Native ministers preach in Navajo, but Frisbie admits that it is difficult
to know exactly what is going on in the field of religion among the Navajos.36
Well into the twentieth century, perhaps during and after World War II,
the Navajos encountered the full force ofAnglo culture. In 1909 agents Samuel
Stacher and Peter Paquette reported that in the two eastern, most civilized
sections of the Navajo Reservation the forked-pole hogan was still commonly
in use, that even Anglo-type houses had dirt floors, and that very few Navajos
spoke English. 37
Between 1878 and 1934, the federal government expanded the reservation
and dug irrigation ditches, which had little cultural affect on the Navajos.
After the passage of the Dawes Severalty Act in 1887, the Government gave
some Navajos allotments of 160 acres, which anchored them in the Crown
Point area. But Navajos probably shunned irrigation farming, and it was difficult to keep the expensive dams and flumes in good repair. The imposition
of homestead farming, with primary ownership held by males failed to mesh
with a Navajo ethos of a matrilineal society in which families and their sheep
moved periodically (transhumance).38
Nor did economic and political forces in the early twentieth century always bring fundamental change to the Navajo people. Oil was discovered in
the second and third decades in the Aneth, Shiprock, and Southern districts,
and Secretary of the Interior Albert Fall struggled with a number of legal
issues, including the method ofsecuring Navajo approval ofleases under the
authority of the Treaty of 1868. In 1922 he appointed a business council of
three Navajos, which was the beginning of the Navajo Tribal Council. The
Council was not based on Navajo tradition because it exchanged traditional
Navajo consensus for Anglo majority rule and a single tribal leader for the
multiple headmen. It would be twenty or thirty years before Navajos would
begin to think tribally. Another effort at reform also failed. In 1926 a commission led by Lewis Meriam and financed by the Brookings Institution investigated reservation conditions, and recommended upgrading federal aid to
the Indians, particularly in the field of education. The depression-strapped
Hoover administration increased appropriations to the Indian programs. But
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one of the commission members, the historian Edward Everett Dale, observed in 1971 that little progress had been made since he observed the problems in 1926-1927.39
During the 193os, two men, one an Anglo and one a Navajo, pulled the
Navajos in opposite directions, one toward segregation from the White society and preservation of the old culture, and one toward integration into White
society. Neither John Collier nor Jacob Morgan succeeded. Ironically it was
the Anglo Collier who wanted to segregate and preserve, and the Navajo
Morgan who wanted to integrate.
As commissioner ofIndian affairs in the New Deal, Collier campaigned
assiduously to withdraw the American Indian from the industrialized capitalist society in the fields of politics, economics, education, and health. He secured passage of the Indian Reorganization Act in 1934, which reversed the
Dawes Severalty Act of1887. He sought to guarantee reservation boundaries,
provide self-government, restore the overgrazed livestock lands, establish day
schools for the Navajos, and improve Navajo health.
Collier achieved marginal success at best. He failed to delineate the reservation's boundary in New Mexico, to convince the Navajos to adopt a constitution, to persuade the Navajos to drastically reduce their sheep and goat
herds, to effect a revolution in education, and to provide better health facilities. His modest successes were: passage of the Arizona Boundary Bill; increased employment through agencies such as the Civilian Conservation
Corps (CCC); division ofthe reservation into soil conservation districts (which
significantly became the basis for voting districts for the Tribal Council); elimination of trachoma with the application ofsulfa to the eyes; and founding of
the Navajo capital at Window Rock (although he wanted to name it Nee
Alneeng, which is Navajo for Center of the Navajo World). In 1938 the secretary of the interior issued the first rules for the Navajo tribal government,
which form the basis of today's tribal government but do not reflect what
Collier envisioned. World War II devastated the few Collier reforms that still
existed, and by 1946 there was a sense that Indian policy had to start all over
again. Perhaps one positive result came from a negative effect: the Navajos
unified against Collier and his program. 40
Just as futile were the efforts of Collier's nemesis, Jacob Morgan. Although
born a camp Navajo, the assimilated Morgan opposed everything Collier
advocated and often stormed out of his planning sessions. Morgan was an
evangelical Christian and preached against both the old Navajo religion and·
the newer Native American Church (NAC) which consumed peyote. He
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opposed the Collier day schools that taught traditional Navajo ways and allowed young Navajos to return each day to the dirty hogan. He attacked
Collier's sheep reduction program. Ironically, the Navajos elected him the
first tribal chairman in 1938 under the new regime established, not by Collier's
democratic method, but by the secretary of the interior. (When Collier had
a cause, he was personally not very democratic.) Morgan represented the
Returned Students Association, whose main strength lay in the Shiprock district. But the Navajos eventually repudiated Morgan; from the late 1930S to
the 1990S he was the only tribal chairman to serve only one term. 41
The New Deal valiantly promoted unity and self-sufficiency among the
Navajos, but Navajos vociferously opposed John Collier's policies. Some of
the New Deal measures survived-the Tribal sawmill (1940), the Tribal fair
(1938), the Arts and Crafts Guild (1941), the hospital at Fort Defiance (1938),
the construction of Window Rock (1936), and the conquest of trachoma
(1940) - but many projects such as the CCC succumbed to returning prosperity. The creation of the Tribal Council (1938), a major reform effort, was
established but only flourished much later. It is probably fair to say that New
Deal education went down in defeat, and it too had to wait for revival. The
campaign for stock reduction, despite its leveling effect in the late 1930S, has
failed in the long run, and the degradation of the range has negatively impacted Navajo culture. The New Deal, fortuitously, fostered Navajo unity,
not from Navajo acceptance of its program, but from Navajo opposition to
its program. The smaller significance of the New Deal is that it failed, but the
larger significance is that it set an agenda for the future. The New Deal reforms were winds of change.
If Collier and Morgan wanted personally to lead the Navajos onto different pathways, the agnostic Collier to run interference for traditional religion
and the evangelical Morgan to inculcate Christianity, unforeseen forces instead introduced change in Navajo religion. In the 1930S the NAC, or the
peyote religion, was introduced and made considerable headway among the
Navajos. Here was reflected a change in basic, nonmaterial culture, and deserves special attention for its relationship to SNBH, the core of Navajo philosophy. The Navajos resisted Roman Catholicism, Protestantism, and the
Ghost Dance religion of the 1890s. Beginning in 1936 the rise of the NAC
radically challenged the Navajo ethos.
The peyote ritual of the NAC lasts one night (not nine nights as the case
in traditional religion). Songs are sung to the beat of a drum; prayers ask for
forgiveness ofsins and for the blessing of God. The leader may weep, and the
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other worshipers imbibe the peyote or cactus button, which contains mescaline, a euphoria-inducing hallucinogenic. Communicants believe that somehow they have been saved or renewed. The peyote religion is monotheistic,
and has in its pantheon the soul, angels, the Trinity, Christ, the Virgin Mary,
and the devil. Peyotists use the Christian concepts ofbrotherly love, resurrection, forgiveness, reading of the Bible, and the sign of the cross. Very little of
the traditional mythology is included in this alien religion.
Why did Navajos find this imported religion from the Great Plains Indians so appealing? Sheep reduction created inner turmoil and deprivation in
the Navajo psyche, and peyotism comforted their trauma. Alcoholics found
relief in the devotion to hard work and self-reliance. In a world ofturmoil, the
NAC presented new ethical values, such as mo~ogamy. It restated the worth
of the family and it promised redemption for past sins and power to control
human destiny in an unstable society. It was a way of coping with Anglo incursions into the Navajo way oflife, perhaps a reaction to assimilative forces.
(Although peyotism seems acculturative, peyotists may well be anti-White.)
The NAC, says Farella, provided a solution to conflicting demands between
the traditional and the modern, between the decline ofsheepherding and the
rise of wage work, between the loss of the Navajo language and the gain of
English, between the weakening of the extended family and the strengthening of the smaller nuclear family. Some have thought that peyotism might be
Navajoized and incorporated into the traditional Navajo ceremonials as the
Peyoteway. Such an incorporation would illustrate the ease and the alacrity
with which Navajos adapt alien ideas into their standard repertoire, but Frisbie
doubts whether peyotism will be fully integrated into the Navajo system. 42
Does the adoption of the peyote religion by as many as 14 percent of the
Navajos in 195143 illustrate the vulnerability ofthe Navajo philosophical core,
including SNBH, to intrusions from abroad? Or does SNBH remain intact
as the NAC seeks the greater well-being and long-lasting happiness of the
individual? Nava;o culture is, indeed, affected by external Anglo or Western
forces, but the establishment of the NAC demonstrates that change comes
forth from an internal dynamic, which may have an impact on SNBH.
World War II impacted Navajo society more than either Collier or Morgan
anticipated. The war brought the unintended consequence of mainstreaming many Navajos in both material and nonmaterial realms. The Tribal Council passed several resolutions supporting the war effort, and more Navajos
enrolled in the armed forces than Indians from any other tribe. Civilians also
left the reservation, many to work in defense plants at Fort Wingate (near
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Gallup) and the Navajo Ordnance Depot (near Flagstaff). The Navajo warrior apparently enjoyed his experience in the armed forces with the Anglo
soldier. Navajos drank and whored with the rest of the group and as one commentator remarked, liked to be called "Chief." The Navajo Code Talkers
famously contributed to victory in the Pacific. The process of socialization
manifested itself. At Wingate and Navajo Ordnance only 40 of 360 employees showed up for work after the first paycheck, which caused the Tribal Council to publish a flyer entitled "Stay on the Job Every Day." Navajo work habits
were being transformed or Anglicized. 44
Generally, Navajo material culture changed more than nonmaterial culture. Navajos operated machinery, including trucks and automobiles, dressed
Anglo style (one said he was proud of the uniform), shaved and showered as
the sergeant commanded, accepted the germ theory of disease, and rejected
the mother-in-law taboo. Many remarried in a Christian ceremony to qualify
for the spousal dependence allowance. For the first time many servicemen
witnessed death and burial during wartime conditions, and although some
showed respect for Christianity, they often requested that two traditional ceremonies be sung over them: Blessingway to instill good times, and Enemyway
to ward off danger, such as the enemy's bullets, or to ward off ghosts of enemies killed.
In 1942 Clyde Kluckhohn, undoubtedly observing his home area of
Ramah, argued that Western material culture had much affected the Navajos. By World War II, Western technology had filled a Navajo vacuum in architecture, stone carving, metallurgy, wool dyeing, plows, barbed wire, and
irrigated farming. Food gathering, hunting, pottery, and basketry had disappeared, at least in Kluckhohn's day, and coffee, wheat flower, and some canned
goods entered the diet. In the matter of clothing, men wore the cowboy costume, while the women dressed more conservatively. Electricity and running
water were widely adopted. An earlier generation, he noted, had taken a first
step in the transportation revolution by using horse-drawn vehicles, and by
importing weaving from the Pueblos and silversmithing techniques from the
Mexicans. Louise Lamphere noted the widespread impact ofAmerican technology, of transistors, televisions, refrigerators, electric frying pans, and especially pickup trucks.
Kluckhohn's colleague and relative (also a part time resident of Ramah),
Evon Vogt, chronicled the rapid rise of the automobile after the war, which
gave Navajos more mobility and led them into the cash economy. Although
the number of medicine men declined, the ones who still practiced traveled
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more widely and conducted sings with greater frequency. Also, the automobile allowed the medicine men to seek the proper herbs and botanical speci~
mens over a wider area. The automobile both transformed and reinforced
many values in Navajo life, which illustrates the ambiguity of cultural change.
Navajos liked to drive, but Vogt asserted that they were not mechanics. One
third of the cars at Ramah in 1951 had cracked blocks. Kluckhohn contended
that the Navajos were artists and psychiatrists, not mechanics, carpenters, or
engineers. 45
Some old traits persisted among civilians, however. Navajo foods, witchcraft, and kinship relationships persevered. Certain pregnancy taboos survived. Wartime education deteriorated on the reservation as teachers and bus
drivers became scarce and weaving ceased to exist. But Navajos survived the
war accepting the English language and a universal educational system. Traditional religion seemed less prevalent. The war awakened both detribalization and self-determination. 46
Although the war was a watershed in Navajo history, decline occurred in
education, the economy, and health, and Navajos and their allies lobbied for
a number of years for redress. During the late 1940S, Congress and the president adopted the new anti-Collier policy of Termination for American Indians, which was designed to integrate certain tribes into the American body
politic. The Navajos, however, were never remotely considered for termination, and instead Congress inaugurated a counter policy in the Navajo-Hopi
Long Range Rehabilitation Act of 1950.
Congress first passed the act in 1949 while it still contained the Fernandez
Amendment, which extended the laws of Arizona, New Mexico, and Utah
to the reservation, and for that reason President Truman vetoed it. The next
year Congress passed a bill which Truman could sign, and thus the federal
government infused massive amounts of aid onto the Navajo and Hopi reservations for roads, schools, hospitals, water development, conservation, irrigation, and loans for economic developmentY
Paved roads opened up the reservation to Navajos leaving and returning,
and to Anglos visiting, perhaps as tourists. Navajos moved into the border
towns of Flagstaff, Winslow, Holbrook, Gallup, and Farmington, and even
farther afield into Albuquerque, Denver, Los Angeles, Dallas, Phoenix, Tucson, and Chicago. (The Bureau ofIndian Affairs [BIA] subsidized some of
this migration by a voluntary relocation program.) At about the same time,
the federal government incorporated Navajos into Social Security through
a federal subsidy, and Arizona and New Mexico granted the Navajos their
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voting rights. As sheepherding declined, corporate income in the oil, uranium,
and coal industries rose. So also did welfare payments, which, ironically, gave
some Navajos more time to practice their old-time religion. 48 Migration back
and forth, political participation in the Anglo system, and the establishment
of capitalist enterprise signified much social change.

Change in Contemporary Navajo Society
After World War II economic change was pervasive, but uneven. Raising sheep
declined, partly because of federal land management policies, deterioration
of the range, and uncertain market conditions. As an antidote to the bleak
economic times, and in response to a number of economic stud{es, the Navajo-Hopi Long Range Rehabilitation Act (1950) provided an infrastructure
of roads, schools, water development, health facilities, and subsidies to small
tribally owned businesses, only a very few of which succeeded. Wages and
welfare replaced sheep culture as the major sources of income. Coal, uranium, and oil and gas leases were negotiated with large corporations. Initially,
oil and gas generated much tribal and chapter income, but coal is now the
major source of revenue. The royalties financed tribal government operations, agriculture, and tourism, but exploitation of fossil-fuel resources depleted Navajo wealth without enriching Navajo capital and infrastructure.
Traditional Navajos vociferously object to the disturbance of Mother Earth
through mining, but in spite of their protests, coal production at the Four
Corners and Black Mesa is producing income for the tribal administration.
The Office of Navajo Economic Opportunity in the Lyndon Johnson administration poured federal dollars into the reservation, and the Peter MacDonald tribal administration devised the Ten Year Plan in the 1970S with
limited long-term success. The Navajo political leadership sought self-sufficiency in vain. Despite all the failures, however, the reservation economy has
undergone change. 49
Although the Navajos boast of a population of200,000, the census of 1990
counted (undoubtedly undercounted) 48,000 Navajos including other Native
Americans, and non-Indians (approximately 5,000) who lived on the reservation. The resources of the reservation cannot support such a large population, and now Navajos are moving off the reservation. Nearly 14,000 live in
. California, Colorado, and Texas. Many of them return to Dinetah later in
life. Many others live in the border towns where they have quick access to
sings and oilier family events on the reservation. Navajo demographic char-
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acteristics now approach the general American profile. The Navajo fertility
rate has declined to 2.5 percent in 1978, which is still high compared to 0.6
percent for the general population. Now, however, over 85 percent of Navajo
births occur in hospitals, and neonatal death rates are actually below the U.S.
average. Death rates for small children are higher, a statistic suggesting that
the home environment is still not so healthy. Navajos are going through an
epidemiological transition. Infectious, malnutritional, and parasitic diseases
common in precontact times are giving way to manmade and degenerative
diseases in the American mode. Influenza, tuberculosis, and pneumonia persist, but accidents with motor vehicles (perhaps inspired by the high consumption of alcohol), heart disease, and cancer have become the main maladies on
the reservation. When Ida Bahl returned to nursing among the Navajos in the
1950S, she observed that they readily came into the hospital for care and relatives remained at the hospital if a death occurred. Kunitz has pointed out that
the Navajos have incorporated very little of Anglo medicine into their traditional belief system. Disease may be carried by as many as ten species of
mammals, seven reptiles, twelve birds, all fish, and seven species of insects.
Lightning, whirlwind, and even healing ceremonies may cause disease, yet
a bilateral system has arisen in which medicine men treat psychological problems and Anglo doctors treat physical problems. With both birth and death
rates dropping, the Navajo population has aged. 50
The idea that Navajos underwent social change without assimilation, and
procedural but not substantive change, following Kluckhohn and Vogt, was
demonstrated by William Y. Adams and Lorraine Turner Ruffing. Adams
operated the remote Shonto trading post from 1954 to 1956, before the nearby
highway was paved and just after the BIA established the boarding school.
Even in an area of the reservation beyond the Anglo orbit, Navajos incorporated certain traits into their practices while remaining thoroughly Navajo.
None were Christians, yet the people celebrated Christmas. They relied on
the medicine man to cure the mind and the Anglo hospital to cure the body.
The trading post was not assimilationist, but expanded the traditional economic base of the community and provided a higher level of material consumption. It encouraged a trend toward a cash economy, and wage earners
on the railroad and the recipients ofsocial security put money into the pockets of Shonto's citizens.
When Ruffing visited Shonto in 1971, all the changes observed by Adams
were magnified, but the Navajos were still Navajos. The paved highway, financed in 1950, brought Shonto into the modern world. The school enrolled
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700 students, compared to the 70 of1955, and the community housed numerous extra-mural agencies: the state of Arizona, the Public Health Service,
the Office of Navajo Economic Opportunity, the tribal government, an evangelical mission, and a tribal chapter house all had stations in the community.
The hogan was giving way to frame housing. Polygamy was disappearing, although a tribal decree had theoretically ended it in 1948. The automobile
was replacing the horse and wagon. In 1971 nearly all young adults had attended school up to an average grade level of 10.25, some of whom had enrolled in boarding schools. Shonto was richer, but its growth rate was well
below the U.S. average. Overgrazing had increased dramatically, from 25
percent in 1955 to 113 percent in 1971. (Livestock reduction in the 1930S and
1940S had been a failure.) Still, sheepraising dominated Navajo life in 1971,
and cattle ownership had risen. Wage work and welfare had increased, but
Navajos preferred to stay at home in Shonto rather than move off the reservation, where they could maximize their economic gains. There had been
growth without social change, and economic growth without progress in
Shonto. 51
The Navajo-Hopi Long Range Rehabilitation Act overcame dismal postwar conditions, the educational plant on the reservation expanded enormously,
so that more than 90 percent of the youngsters were in school by the 1970s.
(One of Collier's primary goals was achieved after his death.) Education off
the reservation also expanded. Nine Indian dormitories in border towns provided additional opportunities in the public schools of those towns, and after the passage ofthe Elementary and Secondary Education Act in 1965, public
schools on the reservation flourished alongside the BIA schools. Then, the
Indian Self-Determination Act of 1972 permitted Navajo-controlled school
boards, which increased the Native participation in the educational process.
Education on the reservation became nearly universal for Navajo youths.
Even though the Tribal Council created the Department of Education in the
tribal government in 1971, which was concerned with Navajo subject matter
in the curriculum, and which considered separate Navajo accreditation of
school systems, the curriculum today is overwhelmingly Anglo. Navajo educators are usually eager to cooperate with state boards of education. Another
important development for Navajo education was the creation of Navajo
Community College in 1969, now called Dine College, with an emphasis on
Navajo curriculum. The educational programs at Northern Arizona University (NAU), the University of New Mexico at Gallup, Arizona State University, and at institutions in Santa Fe, Farmington, Shiprock, Durango,
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Albuquerque, and Salt Lake City have also catered to Navajo students. 52 NAU
has created an Indigenous Studies program.
What is the impact on the Navajo psyche of formal schooling that uses an
Anglo methodology and curriculum? Will there be a core of Navajoness left
after the inundation of the young minds with American subject matter? Can
Navajo subject matter be introduced and contribute to the preservation of
the Navajo ethos? Will the competitive, individualistic, alien culture of the
Americans displace SNBH? These are difficult questions to answer.
At one time, it was thought that a critical mass of Navajo speakers would
preserve the language of the Dine. Some scholars still believe that it will. But
Gary Witherspoon has prepared a chart showing that by the year 2080 only
1 percent will speak Navajo, perhaps as a second language. Even today, English
is the majority language, although more than half of the population speaks
Navajo also, i.e., many Navajos are bilingual. In thirty years, the percentage
of first-grade native speakers declined from 90 to 30 percent. The NAC does
promote the native tongue, but even Navajo language scholars recognize the
"language shift" from Navajo to English. The Journal of Navajo Education
devoted an issue to the "language shift," and one author, Deborah House,
suggested that SNBH be used as a concept to reverse the shift. Part of the
problem is that the Navajo alphabet was conceived by Anglo scholars, who
took at least fifty years to identify the native language as tonal. These linguists
have utilized the phonemal concept to identify notations not only for standard alphabet letters, but also for the glottal stop (apostrophe), high tone-low
tone (accents aigue and grave), nasalization (lower hook), and the unvoiced
lateral (slash over the "I"). Father Berard Haile utilized three alphabet systems before he finally cooperated with Edward Sapir in devising separate
symbols for each phoneme, including Greek letters. Collier and his staff
thought that this was too complicated a writing system, and a somewhat simplified method was adopted in the 1940S by Robert Young and William Morgan (the latter is a native linguist). Still, variations exist, partly because older
studies and accounts are republished by the presses, and partly because individual Navajos have their own notation. 53
Navajo women have faced changing roles in the twentieth century. The
traditional Navajo woman dominated her matrikin, determining both the
matrilocal residence and the matrilineal descent. Matrilocal residence meant
she had the support ofher parents, and the husband had to give great deference
to his in-laws. She owned most of the sheep and could arbitrarily decide to
divorce her husband. Formerly, the Navajo woman extended her influence
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through relationships with her sister's children and through her grandchildren. Despite her freedoms, her marriage was arranged (although her right
to divorce was a counterweight), she may have been a plural wife, and she
had six to nine children. She knew no English. Her status was enhanced by
the example of the most beloved of all Navajo deities: Changing Woman,
who set the ideal for Navajo women to follow.
But then came stock reduction in the 1930S and 194os, and women's command of the economy lessened. Women worked for a wage, and ironically,
with the vast improvement in healthcare, women now outnumber Navajo
men. Indeed, Navajos tend to live longer in today's world. Ifshe attends boarding school, the young Navajo woman may postpone her kinaalda (women's
puberty rite) on her first menstrual period. Most of the com meal for this and
other ceremonies may be ground commercially and not on the stone. Tennis
shoes may be worn instead of moccasins, and aluminum foil lines the baking pit for the corn meal cake instead of corn husks. The length of the ceremony may be shortened. Modern Navajo women choose their spouses, have
three and a half children, live with their neolocal family, and are now bilingual if not speakers of English only. Although no women have become tribal
president by custom, they do participate in the political system. Whereas once
upon a time the Navajo female aimed to own sheep, weave rugs, adorn their
dress with silver, and concentrate on their domestic duties, now men and
women seek jobs and money, and drive pickup trucks. Women have formed
networks with both sexes in some cases, and our view oftheir role has become
more nuanced. Navajo women have countenanced the commercialization
of the sand painting craft and rug weaving, and share with men the production of these marketable items. (Oddly, the taboos surrounding sand painting production, particularly with regard to pregnancy, persist. )54 Two old
Navajo customs relating to females have sharply declined in recent years:
polygamy and mother-in-law avoidance. 55
Burial practices have also undergone change. Formerly, Navajos abandoned hogans in which a death had occurred or they moved the dying person outside the hogan. They deposited the corpse in an unmarked crevice,
and resorted to elaborate devices to immunize the general population from
ghost miasma ofthe deceased and to prevent witch access to the body. Brugge
has shown that several other prehistoric peoples held similar beliefs and practices, illustrating the syncretic or adoptive nature of Navajo culture. Early on,
Navajos often requested that Anglo traders dispose of the dead. Father Haile,
who knew the Navajos better than anyone else, erroneously predicted that
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the Navajos would never rely on undertakers or use coffins to bury their dead.
Navajos now use the services of funeral directors, and cemeteries are a common sight on the reservation. Most directors are Anglo, but even a few Navajo funeral directors exist, although some Navajos still believe that handling
the dead has tainted their persons and caused them tragedy. Some ceremonial acts may accompany the funeral service, such as burying the body with
jewelry, killing a horse on the grave site, avoiding the ghost miasma, and purchasing a sealable casket to contain the spirit, but no longer is a slave killed
over the grave. Some disagree whether the jish (medicine bundle) should be
buried with the corpse. In funerary rites, there is a high degree of flexibility,
perhaps ambiguity, and many of these old customs are declining. 56
(To be continued in Volume 78, Number 2)
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Here: The Case of the Urban Navajo Woman," 90-104; Christine Conte, "Ladies,
Livestock, Land and Lucre: Women's Networks and Social Status on the Western
Navajo Reservation," 105-2+ Nancy Parezo, "Navajo Sandpaintings: The Importance of Sex Roles in Craft Production," 125-48; Mary Shepardson, "The Status of
Navajo Women," 149-69. See also Louise Lamphere, "Historical and Regional Variability in Navajo Women's Roles," Journal ofAnthropological Research 45 (winter
19 89): 43 1-5 6 .
See also Joanne McCloskey, "Family Dynamics in Three Generations ofNavajo Women," (paper read at the Navajo Studies Conference, Farmington, N.Mex.,
16 March 1995); Robert McPherson, "From Dezba to 'John': The Changing Role of
Navajo Women in Southeastern Utah," American Indian Culture and Research Jour-

na118:3 (1994): 187-208.
Changes in the kina aIda are recorded in Schwarz, Molded in the Image of
Changing Woman, 178-79. She also notes the decline in the wearing of the hair bun,
the shift toward hospital births, and the increasing need for the Navajo to navigate
between the Native world and the Euro-American world, 87-92, 132-33, 232-37.
55. Some Navajos are unaware of polygamy. One of my Navajo students asked, "What
is this thing about having more than one wife? If my husband ever thinks of that I
will kill him!"
56. American Indian Quarterly 4 (November 1978). The entirety of this issue was devoted to Navajo mortuary practices and beliefs with articles by David Brugge, Joyce
Griffen, Albert Ward, Mary Shepardson, and Jerrold Levy, and edited by Charlotte
J. Frisbie. See also Joyce Griffen, Nava;o Funerals, Anglo-Style (Flagstaff: Museum
of Northern Arizona, research paper 18, 1980).

